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WELCOME TO
HALIFAX
It’s been more than a decade since we last gathered
here at a CALM conference. We’re excited to bring labour
communicators together in this wonderful city, where the
labour movement has been active and fighting for the
rights of Haligonians and workers across the province.
The 2018 CALM Conference’s exciting line-up will give
every delegate the opportunity to sharpen old skills and
learn new ones. While you can expect to participate in
workshops that build on the basics, we know that CALM
members are being asked to do more sophisticated
communications work, often without additional
resources. From Wordpress to word processing, from
how to use your DSLR to choosing the right CRM, this
conference will offer something for everyone.
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The annual CALM conference is, for
many delegates, the only chance
to meet with communications
representatives, both staff and
volunteers, from other unions and
sectors. Activities are built throughout
the agenda to allow you to meet
other people, exchange ideas and
troubleshoot problems. If you have
any feedback, or would like to suggest
something that CALM can do to help,
don’t hesitate to be in touch.

confronted by organized workers who
refuse to allow their government
or their bosses to run roughshod
over them.

Few premiers in Canada have been as
aggressive towards unionized workers
as Nova Scotia’s Stephen McNeil. From
the lockout at the Chronicle Herald
and attacks on teachers, to a crisis in
healthcare and the Baristas Rise Up!
campaign, these attacks have been

In solidarity,

Now more than ever, we need the
best tools and tactics we have to bring
our members’ demands to the fore, to
defend good jobs and to use the power
of our unions to fight racism, sexism,
ableism, homophobia, transphobia
and oppression in all of its forms.

NORA & VIRGINIA
CALM Staff
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RESOURCES
IMPORTANT NUMBERS
NORA LORETO // CALM Editor
581-983-4397 [CALL OR TEXT]

VIRGINIA RIDLEY // CALM Coordinator
519-615-2566 [CALL OR TEXT]

CATHERINE LOULI // CALM President
613-851-0547

LORD NELSON HOTEL & SUITES
1515 South Park Street, Halifax, NS
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WIFI
Network Name: conference lord nelson
Username: conference
Password: lordnelson

CONNECT WITH CALM
/canadian.
association.
of.labour.media

@Can
Labour
Media

CALM18

SEND PHOTOS!
Please send photos of the conference to:

editor@calm.ca
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HOTEL MAP
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CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE
OVERVIEW
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8:00am-9:00am
9:00am-10:30am
10:30am-10:45am
10:45am-12:15pm
12:15pm-1:00pm
1:00pm-2:00pm

2:00pm-2:45pm

THU, MAY 10

FRI MAY 11

SAT, MAY 12

Breakfast

Registration/
Breakfast

Breakfast

Workshop 1

Workshop 4

BREAK

BREAK

Workshop 2

Workshop 5

LUNCH

LUNCH

Advanced
Communicators
Day
LUNCH

2:45pm-3:00pm

5:30pm-6:30pm

Workshop 6
Panel
Discussion
Panel
Discussion

BREAK

3:00pm-4:30pm
4:30pm-5:30pm

AGM

Advanced
Communicators
Day

Workshop 3
Registration
Opens

CALM
Communications
Discussion

Networking

Networking

6:30pm

Supper

Awards Banquet

9:00pm

Social

Social
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CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE
THE DETAILS
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THU, MAY 10
ADVANCED
COMMUNICATORS DAY

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
BREAKFAST
Admiral Room
Breakfast is only for delegates
registered for Advanced
Communicators Day.

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
ADVANCED
COMMUNICATORS DAY
Admiral Room

6:30 PM
SUPPER
Regency Ballroom
Welcoming remarks include:
Traditional welcome from Trevor
Sanipass, Probation Officer for
NS Dept of Justice
Welcome from Gary Burill,
leader of the Nova Scotia NDP
El Jones, Nancy’s Chair in Women’s
Studies at Mount Saint Vincent
University and former Poet Laurete
of Halifax
Surprise networking activity
that will be lots of fun

9:00 PM SOCIAL
DURTY NELLY’S IRISH PUB
CEILIDH NIGHT
3:00 PM - 5:30 PM
REGISTRATION
Georgian Lounge

1645 Argyle Street
(see map on page 2)

5:30 PM
NETWORKING
Regency Ballroom
There will be a cash bar open at 5:30.
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FRI, MAY 11

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
BREAKFAST
Imperial Ballroom
REGISTRATION
Georgian Lounge

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 1

REMAINING CALM IN A CRISIS
Regency Ballroom
Facilitated by Chelsea Connor

In this beginner-level workshop,
participants will get to know the basics
of (DSLR and mobile) photography so
they can easily capture more exciting
event photos.

Learn how to keep calm as you
weather the media storm when
your organization gets hit with a
crisis. Chelsea Connor, a veteran
communicator on both sides of the
Canada-US border, will walk you
through how to plan ahead and what
to do when the unexpected hits. Learn
from her mistakes, see what works
and what doesn’t, and get an insider’s
perspective on how to be responsive to
media demands. This is an advancedlevel workshop.

Samson is a photographer most of
the time, an emotional being drawn to
stories and fuelled by curiosity all of
the time. He’s a storyteller, motivated
heavily by the art of documenting
lives and memories. His aesthetic has
been described as natural, honest and

Chelsea Connor is the Director of
Communications and Media Relations
for the Retail, Wholesale and
Department Store Union (RWDSU).
Chelsea joined the labor movement
after completing a two-year contract
with the Government of Canada

INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY &
GENERAL EVENT COVERAGE
Imperial Ballroom
Facilitated by Samson Learn
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emotional. It’s this style, accompanied
by his gentle and observant nature that
has helped Samson capture stories and
events all across Canada, through the
West Indies, and most recently Iceland.
He loves tacos and travel, avoids
crowds and prefers a kitchen party over
going out.

and with Global Affairs Canada
working in Ottawa and New York. In
that capacity, Chelsea served as a
spokesperson under two Canadian
Prime Ministers (PM Harper & PM
Trudeau) and was responsible for the
strategic communications planning
and execution for the Government
of Canada through the transition of
governments, and its portfolio of digital,
advocacy, diplomatic, technology,
energy, trade and foreign relations
work. Chelsea has continued her work
in Canada as part of the Campaign
Gears team.
Prior to her work in Canada, Chelsea
worked as political consultant with two
firms in New York City: MirRam Group
and the Advance Group. She worked
with several clients across industries
including: Comunilife, Livery Base
Owners Association, Public Advocate
Letitia “Tish” James, Congressman
Adriano Espaillat, Council member
Julissa Ferreras, UFCW 2013, TWU
Local 100, AARP, on more than a dozen
New York City Council campaigns, and
for a variety of non-profit organizations,
and labor unions including Bertha
Lewis’s The Black Institute, CWA 1180
and Pledge2Protect.
Throughout the years Chelsea has
often returned to NBC News where she
started career, serving as a Political
Producer, Journalist & Researcher for
Tom Brokaw on NBC News’ “Decision

2016”, “Decision 2012” and on “Decision
2008” as part of the Emmy Award
winning election night broadcast team.

HOW NOT TO GET TROLLED:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
FAR LEFT AND THE FAR RIGHT
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Admiral Room
Facilitated by Chris Parsons
This presentation (led by an occasional
far-left troll) will introduce participants
to the current ecosystem of internet
trolls on major social media platforms
and provide tools to avoid making
inadvertent mistakes or being baited
into protracted fights that could grow
into the next viral embarrassment for
you, your organization or your elected
leadership.
Chris Parsons is the provincial
coordinator of the Nova Scotia Health
Coalition. His background is in the
student and labour movements.
Chris writes about local politics for
The Coast, Halifax’s alt-weekly and
co-hosts the podcast Dog Island. His
writing has appeared in Labour/Le
Travail, Waves Magazine and online at
Vice Canada and rankandfile.ca.
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10:30 AM
COFFEE BREAK

CRAFTING A
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Regency Ballroom

10:45AM - 12:15PM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 2

Facilitated by John McCracken

UPPING YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY GAME
Imperial Ballroom

Learn the fundamentals of putting
together a campaign, whether it’s
a bargaining support campaign,
a fightback campaign or a public
awareness campaign.

Facilitated by Samson Learn

Key components will include:

This advanced-level workshop will
focus on DSLR photography and
how to use storytelling techniques
to document events, gatherings and
special moments.
Samson is a photographer most of
the time, an emotional being drawn to
stories and fuelled by curiosity all of
the time. He’s a storyteller, motivated
heavily by the art of documenting
lives and memories. His aesthetic has
been described as natural, honest and
emotional. It’s this style accompanied
by his gentle and observant nature that
has helped Samson capture stories and
events all across Canada, through the
West Indies, and most recently Iceland.
He loves tacos and travel, avoids
crowds and prefers a kitchen party
over going out.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Membership communication
Membership mobilization
Public Relations
Media Relations (earned media)
Advertising (paid media)
Research (polling, focus groups,
member surveys)

John McCracken trained as a
broadcast journalist, worked in radio
news for 10 years in the 1980s,
including at Canada’s first all-news
radio network, CKO, where he also
became active in ACTRA.
John began working for unions in 1990,
first as Communications Director of the
Ontario Federation of Labour, then as
a communications representative for
CUPE, working out of the Toronto office
and assigned to 22 offices in Ontario

for 10 years. John escaped to Halifax
in 2001, creating the communications
position in the Atlantic Region (NS and
NL) and was assigned to six offices.
Active in the NDP, holding executive
positions at both the federal (South
Shore-St. Margaret’s) and provincial
(Chester-St. Margaret’s) levels, John
has worked on several CLC ‘Better
Choices’ campaigns, designed to get
union members more actively involved
in federal and provincial elections.
John is a board member with Halifaxbased Stepping Stone, the oldest sex
worker advocacy group in Canada,
and an active member of the Offshore
Alliance fighting offshore drilling in
Nova Scotia and Justin Trudeau’s
Bill C69.

#SOLIDARITY IN THE AGE OF #METOO
- HOW SOCIAL MEDIA IS BEING USED
BY AND AGAINST WOMEN
Admiral Room
Facilitated by Rebecca Rose
In 2017, a simple phrase “me too”
became an online phenomenon that
helped survivors of sexual violence
share their stories; hold (some)
perpetrators to account; and have
bigger discussions about sexual
violence. #metoo – originally coined

by Tarana Burke – also reinvigorated
the conversation around pay equity
through the #timesup hashtag. At the
same time, trolls continue to use social
media to harass women and trans
people, and spread hate.
This workshop will provide an overview
of several online movements that
highlight and combat misogyny, sexual
violence and harassment, and violence
against women (such as #metoo,
#timesup, #mmiwg, #justicefortina,
#donewaiting). It will also give unions
language and resources they can use
to support women, survivors, and trans
folks online and off.
Rebecca Rose is a Ryerson University
journalism graduate and freelance
writer who has written for The Coast,
Our Times, Xtra, rabble.ca, and The
Nova Scotia Advocate. Rebecca’s
writing focuses on queer and trans
people and communities, misogyny and
rape culture, labour, and politics. She
is currently writing a book about Nova
Scotia’s first generation of lesbian, gay,
and bisexual activists to be released by
Nimbus Publishing in fall of 2019.
Rebecca was also the inaugural
coordinator of the Sexual Assault and
Harassment Phoneline at Dalhousie
University and worked with a provincewide committee to write an online
course on responding to disclosures
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of sexual violence for the Nova Scotia
Sexual Violence Strategy.
Rebecca spent a decade involved
in Canada’s student movement and
has worked for and provided social
media workshops to unions including
the PSAC, CUPE, and Unifor. She is
an active member of the Canadian
Freelance Union (CFU).

12:15 PM - 1:00 PM
LUNCH
Imperial Ballroom

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
AGM
Imperial Ballroom
CALM’s membership meets once
annually as part of the conference.
The agenda at the end of this booklet.
Every CALM member has one vote.
Non-members are welcome to stay
but cannot vote.
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2:00 PM - 2:45 PM
PANEL
WHEN THE STRUGGLE IS
BOTH LOCAL AND VIRTUAL
Regency Ballroom
Featuring: Masuma Khan, Charlie
Huntley, and moderated by Nora Loreto
In 2017, Masuma Khan found herself
at the centre of an internet storm
that lead to Dalhousie University take
steps to discipline her. Masuma’s story
highlights the ferocity of what we face
online, what happens when we identify
systemic racism and how Masuma
and her supporters fought back
against the onslaught. Masuma is the
Vice-President Academic and External
for the Dalhousie Student Union.
Charlie Huntley is a member of the
Baristas Rise Up! campaign and
organizer with SEIU Local 2. Baristas
Rise Up! has been organizing coffee
shop workers in Halifax. Charlie’s
coffee shop, Just Us! made the news
again in 2018, when the stores’ new
owners mounted new attacks on
unionized workers, and Nova Scotia’s
Labour Standards Board ordered the
owner to pay unpaid wages. Charlie
will talk about their campaign, the
challenges that they still face, and the
tactics that they have used to protect
good jobs and inspire baristas to form

a union. Charlie is a queer and nonbinary coffee shop worker-organizer
determined to make the labour
movement better for queer
and trans workers.

and Grey. In 2003, he started Verge
Communications as a way to work
on preferred, targeted projects and
clientele across Canada.

Facilitated by Jason Alward

In 2010, Jason entered the world of
social and labour rights activism.
From 2011 to 2016, he was the graphic
artist for the Ontario Public Service
Employees’ Union providing print,
web, and social media services for
its 140,000 members. A key project
collaboration during this time was the
Made In The USA documentary. Some
say it was a key element that resulted
in Tim Hudak’s right-to-work policy
reversal in the 2014 Ontario provincial
election.

How do you make high-quality
materials that stand above the noise?
In this workshop, delegates will discuss
font selection, composition, spacing,
colour and different technical aspects.
Delegates will also examine how to
choose the right medium and identify
the best channels and technology to
promote your message.

A three-time CALM award winner,
Jason brings that community-based,
social-activism spirit and experience
forward as the core mandate of a
relaunched Verge Communications.
Verge has worked with CUPE, TEIBAS,
OPSSU, Salty Publications and most
recently Victoria, BC’s 2018 Capital
City Comic Con.

2:45 PM
BREAK

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 3
LEARNING DESIGN BASICS
Imperial Ballroom

Originally from Moncton, Jason Alward
studied visual communications at
Holland College in Charlottetown.
Taking this base education in graphic
design, he expanded it beyond print
to include web, multimedia, video and
audio production. In his early career,
he worked with both small and large
advertising agencies including BBDO

HARNESSING FACEBOOK
TO WIN CAMPAIGNS
Regency Ballroom
Facilitated by Ethan Clarke
This workshop will discuss the merits
of investing in Facebook advertising
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for a union and how to ensure you get
the most bang for your buck. Topics
covered will include Pages vs Groups,
Boosting Posts, Ads Manager, Custom
Audiences and techniques to keep
sense of all of it.
Ethan Clarke is the President of
Campaign Gears, the first consultancy
in Canada built and run by union
freelance professionals living and
breathing the political and advocacy
landscape. Ethan started Campaign
Gears because he was passionate
about bringing a digital edge to
traditional organizing. He is president of
the Canadian Freelance Union (Unifor).
Ethan’s career includes working as the
Organizing Director of Workers United
Canada Council, Organizing Coordinator
for UNITE HERE, a volunteer organizer
for PSAC, an intern for SEIU, USW, and
CAW. He is the former mobilization
chair of a Confédération des syndicats
nationaux (CSN) local. Ethan began his
career with an undergraduate degree
with a joint major in Political Studies
and Computer Studies. He also holds
a certificate in website development
from OCAD University.
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HOW TO EDIT, KEEP YOUR SANITY
AND HAVE SOME FUN
Admiral Room
Facilitated by Lorraine Endicott
Do typos, AWOL writers and
missed deadlines keep you up at
night? Whether you’re a volunteer
newsletter editor just starting out or
a union magazine editor with years
of experience under your belt, in this
workshop you’ll enjoy learning and
sharing tips of the editing trade. (Tip
No. 1: always expect something to go
wrong!) Bring copies of the publication
you work on and sample problems that
we can solve together.
Lorraine Endicott is co-editor and
publisher of Our Times, a non-profit,
pro-union Canadian labour magazine
about workers’ rights and social
justice. She brings a wealth of handson experience working with writers,
photographers and art directors; and
developing stories using an equity lens.

4:30 PM - 5:30
IMPROVING CALM SERVICES: WHAT
DO YOU NEED, HOW CAN CALM HELP?
Imperial Ballroom
This discussion, facilitated by CALM
board members, will invite delegates to
brainstorm new ways in which CALM
can help improve and support your
work. Come ready to share!

6:30 PM
AWARDS BANQUET AND SUPPER
Regency Ballroom
The 2018 CALM Awards honour the
best in labour communications from
2017. Enjoy seeing the best of the best
produced by CALM members from all
regions and sectors of Canadian labour.
The awards will be handed out
starting at 7:30 pm.

9:00 PM
SOCIAL
EAST OF GRAFTON
1580 ARGYLE ST.
(see map on page 2)
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SAT, MAY 12

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
BREAKFAST
Imperial Ballroom

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 4
MEDIA RELATIONS BASICS
FOR UNION LOCALS
Imperial Ballroom
Facilitated by Rebecca Rose
Whether you’re in the midst of tense
contract negotiations, on strike, or
simply want to get the word out about
a campaign or event, every union local
needs to know how to generate and
talk to the media.
This session will cover mediagenerating basics (such as advisories
and releases), developing and sticking
to a message box, getting your
message out on social media, and what
to do when a reporter calls (or tweets
at you). It will also cover the less
conventional (and often more fun) ways
of getting the media to take note.
Rebecca Rose is a Ryerson University
journalism graduate and freelance
writer who has written for The Coast,
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Our Times, Xtra, rabble.ca, and The
Nova Scotia Advocate. Rebecca’s
writing focuses on queer and trans
people and communities, misogyny and
rape culture, labour, and politics. She
is currently writing a book about Nova
Scotia’s first generation of lesbian, gay,
and bisexual activists to be released by
Nimbus Publishing in fall of 2019.
Rebecca was also the inaugural
coordinator of the Sexual Assault and
Harassment Phoneline at Dalhousie
University and worked with a provincewide committee to write an online
course on responding to disclosures
of sexual violence for the Nova Scotia
Sexual Violence Strategy.
Rebecca spent a decade involved
in Canada’s student movement and
has worked for and provided social
media workshops to unions including
the PSAC, CUPE, and Unifor. She is
an active member of the Canadian
Freelance Union (CFU).

LABOUR AND THE
COMMUNITY - HOW TO BUILD
SOLIDARITY BETWEEN CITIZENS AND
TRADE UNIONISTS
Regency Ballroom
Facilitated by Larry Haiven
In the autumn of 2016, the Nova Scotia
Teachers Union seemed headed for the
first province-wide strike in its 200year history. As the dispute gathered
steam, Haiven organized together with
group of parents to form “Nova Scotia
Parents for Teachers.” With a mixture
of media conferences, testimonials,
rallies, links with student groups and
a Facebook page, they intervened
precisely at a key time and place to
monkeywrench a government-inspired
assertion that the teachers had no
public support. The Facebook group
eventually garnered over 20,000
members across the province and
terrific media support. With the
legislated suppression of the teachers’
resistance, the parents’ group morphed
into “Nova Scotia Parents for Public
Education.” Delegates will hear about
this campaign and learn the tactics
and strategies that this group used
to influence the public support for
teachers.
Larry Haiven is Professor Emeritus in
the Management Department of Saint
Mary’s University. He was director

of the Co-operative Management
Education programs there. He taught
industrial relations and human resource
management both at SMU and the
University of Saskatchewan and has
published actively in these areas. He is
a research associate of the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives – Nova
Scotia and has served on the board of
that organization and on the members’
council of the national CCPA as well.
Earlier in his career Larry was a
trade union staff representative and
executive director and has extensive
experience in union organizing,
collective bargaining and advocacy.
He still does much of his research
and consulting in the area of trade
unions and industrial relations. He
has also served in several capacities
in university faculty trade unions,
including a stint as president of the
Saint Mary’s University
Faculty Union.
Larry has extended his research
and writing in recent years to nontraditional forms of work and new
forms of worker interest representation
in addition to trade unions, such as
co-operatives, professional societies,
copyright collectives and other types
of collectives. He also investigates the
work of artists and cultural workers.
Upon retirement, Larry has been active
in various citizens’ organizations
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such as Nova Scotia Parents for
Public Education, Equity Watch and
Independent Jewish Voices Canada.
Larry is a regular commentator in the
print and broadcast media on issues of
work and the economy.

the Globe and Mail and Calgary Herald.
His AlbertaPolitics.ca blog, which
recently celebrated its 10th anniversary,
is also published on Rabble.ca. He
works as a Communications Advisor for
United Nurses of Alberta in Edmonton.

WRITING THE PERFECT OP-ED
Admiral Room

10:30 AM
COFFEE BREAK

Facilitated by David Climenhaga
This workshop will teach participants
about the value of opinion articles
submitted by groups and individuals to
mainstream media print publications
as part of advocacy campaigns, how
to pitch op-ed articles to editors, ways
to “recycle” op-ed articles to increase
their value, and offer hints about how
to edit your own work when you are not
a professional writer. The seminar also
includes ideas on what to do if things
go terribly wrong and an op-ed article is
rewritten in a way that dilutes or alters
its message. In the main portion of the
seminar, participants learn about the
traditional formula for writing opinion
articles and consider how to use it
effectively to advance the causes we
believe in.
David J. Climenhaga is an awardwinning blogger, journalist, author,
post-secondary teacher and trade
union communicator who has worked in
senior writing and editing positions at
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10:45 AM - 12:15 PM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 5
PRIVACY & SECURITY FOR LARGE
UNIONS, FEDERATIONS AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Imperial Ballroom
Facilitated by Nora Loreto
Is your union PIPEDA ready? Do you
have a privacy officer? Can your
members file official requests to
see personal information that your
union has on file? In this workshop,
Nora will walk delegates through the
various legal responsibilities that large
organizations have to protect private
information. Delegates will also have
handy guides and tools that they can
employ to improve their privacy
and security.
Nora Loreto is CALM’s editor.

USING DATA TO WIN CHOOSING THE RIGHT CRM
Regency Ballroom
Facilitated by Ethan Clarke
How can a campaign use data to be
more effective? What tools, specifically
CRMs, are on the market which can
help with this effort? Ethan Clarke
of Campaign Gears will lead this
interactive workshop that will take
delegates through different options
campaigns can use to win including
NationBuilder, and Action Network.
Participants will learn best practices to
ensure you get the most of your data
and make smart decisions.
Ethan Clarke is the President of
Campaign Gears, the first consultancy
in Canada built and run by union
freelance professionals living and
breathing the political and advocacy
landscape. Ethan started Campaign
Gears because he was passionate
about bringing a digital edge to
traditional organizing. He is president of
the Canadian Freelance Union (Unifor).
Ethan’s career includes working as the
Organizing Director of Workers United
Canada Council, Organizing Coordinator
for UNITE HERE, a volunteer organizer
for PSAC, an intern for SEIU, USW, and
CAW. He is the former mobilization
chair of a Confédération des syndicats

nationaux (CSN) local. Ethan began his
career with an undergraduate degree
with a joint major in Political Studies
and Computer Studies. He also holds
a certificate in website development
from OCAD University.

WRITING AND
USING MEDIA RELEASES
Admiral Room
Facilitated by Dave Cournoyer
What? Who? When? Where? Why?
This workshop is both a primer and
refresher for union activists and
communicators on how to write
effective media releases. The workshop
focuses on the basic structure and
approaches that can help make a
media release successful.
Dave Cournoyer is a writer and political
watcher based in Edmonton, Alberta. He
currently works as a Communications
Advisor with the United Nurses of
Alberta and is publisher of the Alberta
politics blog daveberta.ca. Before
his time in the labour movement,
he worked as a communicator at
the Alberta Legislature and at the
University of Alberta. In 2015, Dave was
presented with a Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Edmonton New Media
Awards to mark his decade of online
publishing in Alberta. He is the co-host
of the Daveberta Podcast, a podcast
about Alberta politics.
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12:15 PM - 1:00 PM
LUNCH
Imperial Ballroom

LEARNING TO
MASTER WORDPRESS
Regency Ballroom
Facilitated by Jason Alward

1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
WORKSHOP BLOCK 6
HOW TO GET YOUR
MEMBERS INTO THE MEDIA
Imperial Ballroom
Facilitated by Ben Sichel
A union brings workers together to
speak with one voice - but that doesn’t
mean individual voices should never be
heard. Getting rank-and-file members
to speak to the media can bolster
your union’s official line, diversify your
union’s presence and importantly,
increase how much media attention
your union receives. In this workshop
delegates will discuss how to balance
message consistency with the benefits
of members sharing their stories with
the public.
Ben Sichel is a high school teacher and
union activist from Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia. He writes and comments on
education and related issues in the
media and is a co-founder of Educators
for Social Justice - Nova Scotia.

It’s hard to overstate how the Internet
has democratized communications; is
it the biggest advancement since the
Gutenburg press? This is perhaps best
seen in Wordpress, an open-source
tool that you can use to manage and
maintain your presence on the Internet.
In this workshop, delegates will
learn about the history, options,
customizability and communicative
ability of this easy-to-use content
management system. Find out how
your organization can easily create
and collaborate on a central online
location. Post press releases, news,
announcements, photos, video and
audio all while being accessible to both
desktop and mobile environments.
Originally from Moncton, Jason Alward
studied visual communications at
Holland College in Charlottetown.
Taking this base education in graphic
design, he expanded it beyond print
to include web, multimedia, video and
audio production.
In his early career, he worked with both
small and large advertising agencies
including BBDO and Grey. In 2003, he
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started Verge Communications as a
way to work on preferred, targeted
projects and clientele across Canada.
In 2010, Jason entered the world of
social and labour rights activism.
From 2011 to 2016, he was the graphic
artist for the Ontario Public Service
Employees Union providing print,
web, and social media services for
its 140,000 members. A key project
collaboration during this time was the
Made In The USA documentary. Some
say it was a key element that resulted
in Tim Hudak’s right-to-work policy
reversal in the 2014 Ontario
provincial election.

internally? Do you even know if your
union has credit card information
stored somewhere on a cobwebby
hard drive? Privacy and security is
serious business, and for small union
locals, the task of securing your union
can seem daunting. This session will
highlight your responsibilities, how
you can mitigate risk and ways in
which you can better handle private or
sensitive information. This presentation
is for smaller union locals; unions
that are less likely to have a privacy
commissioner, access to lawyers, a
large staff and/or several hundreds of
members.
Nora Loreto is CALM’s editor.

A three-time CALM award winner,
Jason brings that community-based,
social-activism spirit and experience
forward as the core mandate of a
relaunched Verge Communications.
Verge has worked with CUPE, TEIBAS,
OPSSU, Salty Publications and most
recently Victoria, BC’s 2018 Capital
City Comic Con.

PRIVACY & SECURITY
FOR SMALL UNION LOCALS
Victoria Room
Facilitated by Nora Loreto
What are your union’s responsibilities
under privacy legislation? Do you
outsource your email or do you host it

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS
NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE BORDER
Imperial Ballroom
with Chelsea Connor
Join Chelsea Connor, a veteran
communicator as she shares her
stories of effective and ineffective
communications campaigns on both
sides of the border. A seasoned
journalist, spokesperson and all around
PR-pro, learn from her mistakes so you
don’t have to make them! She’ll take
a deep dive into some of her awardwinning campaigns and take a look at
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some of her wins from her latest role in
the labor movement. From geofencing
to texting to YouTube town halls she’s
done it all and she’ll show you how to
use the most innovative tools
available to win.
Chelsea Connor is the Director of
Communications and Media Relations
for the Retail, Wholesale and
Department Store Union (RWDSU).
Chelsea joined the labor movement
after completing a two-year contract
with the Government of Canada
and with Global Affairs Canada
working in Ottawa and New York. In
that capacity, Chelsea served as a
spokesperson under two Canadian
Prime Ministers (PM Harper & PM
Trudeau) and was responsible for the
strategic communications planning
and execution for the Government
of Canada through the transition of
governments, and its portfolio of digital,
advocacy, diplomatic, technology,
energy, trade and foreign relations
work. Chelsea has continued her work
in Canada as part of the Campaign
Gears team.
Prior to her work in Canada, Chelsea
worked as political consultant with two
firms in New York City: MirRam Group
and the Advance Group. She worked
with several clients across industries
including: Comunilife, Livery Base
Owners Association, Public Advocate
Letitia “Tish” James, Congressman
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Adriano Espaillat, Council member
Julissa Ferreras, UFCW 2013, TWU
Local 100, AARP, on more than a dozen
New York City Council campaigns, and
for a variety of non-profit organizations,
and labor unions including Bertha
Lewis’s The Black Institute, CWA 1180
and Pledge2Protect.
Throughout the years Chelsea has
often returned to NBC News where she
started career, serving as a Political
Producer, Journalist & Researcher for
Tom Brokaw on NBC News’ “Decision
2016”, “Decision 2012” and on “Decision
2008” as part of the Emmy Award
winning election night broadcast team.
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AWARD
JUDGES

ONLINE JUDGE

JOSÉ LUIS GRANADOS CEJA
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José Luis Granados Ceja is a freelance writer
and photojournalist based in Mexico City,
dedicated to covering the work of social
movements and labour unions throughout Latin
America. He has worked for a wide range of
outlets – such as teleSUR and the Two Row
Times – and in radio as well as print. Before
becoming a journalist, he was previously
employed as a community development worker
and researcher in Toronto. He is a graduate of
the University of Toronto, Seneca College, and
the Florestan Fernandes National School, he also
recently completed a Certificate in Digital Media
Skills at OCAD University.

DESIGN JUDGE

ROSE HA
Rose Ha is a photographer with a knack for storytelling.
Using images to accompany the written word, she is
regularly featured in Our Times magazine and various union
publications. As the founder of Photography for Social Good,
a non-profit that assists advocacy groups in delivering their
message through photographs that compel people to action,
she’s dedicated to using art in a compelling way. Her love
of photography extends to photojournalism, environmental
portraits and lifestyle photography. With her ear to the ground,
she’s always on the lookout for her next collaborator to bring
awareness to community and global issues!

BROADCAST JUDGE

TANNARA YELLAND
Tannara Yelland is an editor and freelance writer in Toronto,
focused on social movements and leftist politics. She has
written about labour issues, including strikes and precarious
work, for Torontoist and VICE Canada, and her writing has
also appeared in Briarpatch, Maisonneuve and Brit + Co. She
co hosts the podcast News You Can Use, which examines
Canadian politics and current events from a leftist, anticapitalist perspective.
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ENGLISH
WRITING JUDGE

JACKIE WONG
Jackie Wong is a writer and workshop facilitator in Vancouver,
B.C. Her work explores urban health, race, equity, and social
change. Her writing on B.C.’s overdose crisis has been
published in Maisonneuve and The Tyee, and she facilitates
workshops that seek to empower people to engage in creative
self-expression and narrative production in response to lived
experiences of racism, mental illness, poverty, and addiction.

FRENCH
WRITING JUDGE

THIERRY BRUYÈRE-L’ABBÉ
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Thierry cumule un diplôme en communication politique, un
parcours d’auteur-compositeur-interprète et une expérience
en tant que réviseur et traducteur dans le milieu culturel.
Son bagage multidisciplinaire s’avère utile lorsqu’il se joint
à Upperkut en 2013, où il occupe aujourd’hui le poste de
coordonnateur au contenu. Son séjour au sein de l’agence
de communication lui permettra d’oeuvrer sur de nombreux
dossiers progressistes, féministes et environnementalistes, pour
des organisations telles que le Collectif 5-10-15, Équiterre, la
FAE, la FIQ, L’Itinéraire, Langue du travail et Projet Montréal.

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
May 11, 2018 // Halifax, Nova Scotia

1 // CALL TO ORDER
2 // INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD AND STAFF
3 // MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS AGM
Motion required:
• Be it resolved that the minutes from
the 2017 CALM AGM be approved

4 // PRESENTATION OF ANNUAL REPORT
Motion required:
• Be it resolved that the annual
report for 2017 be approved

5 // FINANCIAL UPDATE
Motion required:
• Be it resolved that the 2017
financial statements be accepted
• Be it resolved that Chaplin and Co.
be appointed CALM’s auditors for 2018

6 // OTHER BUSINESS
7 // ADJOURNMENT
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ABOUT
CALM
CALM is a pan-Canadian cooperative
that seeks to strengthen labour’s
communications capacity. We bring together
small and large unions from all regions and
sectors of Canada’s labour force.
To learn more about CALM please visit: www.calm.ca

